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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Gentle to moderate southerly winds are currently being replaced by gentle northerly winds as a weak cold front trails through the Gulf of 
Mexico. A few thunderstorms can be noted along this boundary however impacts will be marginal and confined to areas of the north
central gulf east of the Mississippi delta. As this cold front slowly drags through expect high pressure to build in over the next few days. 
Seas near 6 feet will continue to diminish over the next few days with improving wind conditions. Gentle to moderate winds are expected 
to continue over the next few days as high pressure becomes a mainstay in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Starting this weekend confidence is growing in a significant area of low pressure forming over the central United States which will 
result in enhanced southerly and southeasterly winds. Fresh to occasionally strong winds are expected to return over the weekend
as this robust area of low pressure traverses the central United States. These winds will likely result in enhanced swells and seas 
between 5 and 8 feet. As this system moves through expect the southerly winds to diminish and benign conditions to return for the 
early portions of next week.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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